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COD.
Description

CMT820
Dispositivo TUBÒ | LINK

List Price 2016

€ 149,00

TUBÒ | LINK :
ALWAYS CONNECTED
All you need is the NEW TUBÒ |
Link (Cod. CMT820) device and a
Wi-Fi or remote connection and you
will be able to monitor and reset your centralised TUBO’ vacuum system
in real time from any location and at any time. With this one simple
accessory, the central vacuum units can be easily monitored and reset by
remote control from your iPhone, iPad or Android device by using our new
My Tubò application.
Visit our new site: www.tubolink.com for further details.

Download My Tubò free of charge
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone & iPad are Apple Inc. brands registered
in the United States and in other Countries. App Store is a service
mark of Apple Inc.
Google Play and the Google Play logo are Google Inc. trademarks.
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Go to the next page and discover the INTRODUCTORY TUBÒ | Link PROMOTION

INTRODUCTORY

PROMOTION

TUBÒ | Link

Buy the new TUBÒ |
Link at a UNIQUE

INTRODUCTORY PRICE
€ 59,00
Make your home a little smarter:
Download My Tubò and connect it to TUBÒ | Link
Aertecnica has always set trends and constantly developed advanced
consumer products which respond to its customers requirements
and requests. Smart home technology is the latest trend on a highly
evolved market and TUBÒ | Link is on the cutting edge.
TUBÒ | Link (Cod. CMT820)
The Aertecnica central vacuum units which are compatible with the
TUBÒ | Link are:
Model
TXA
TPA | TP

Perfetto
Classic

TC

X-Pert

RT

TUBÒ | Link communicates with the free My Tubò App for
smartphones and tablets.
Download My Tubò free of
charge and make your home
a little smarter
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Cod. 8001409_EN

Tubò Central Vacuum Line
Perfetto Inox

